The Sanfilippo Foundation
Upcoming Events
http://www.sanfilippofoundation.org/
https://www.facebook.com/SanfilippoFoundation
As you can imagine, the Sanfilippo Foundation has
cancelled many tours, concerts, and Charity events at this
point, as we work with pandemic best practices from the
CDC and the Governor's office and state health officials.

What about the Music Machines
Automatic music machines are mechanical,
so they need to be exercised regularly to
maintain their vigor and tuning. (The more
you play them the better they sound). The
family and limited staff are cycling
machines daily. And because the
Foundation is all about sharing these
mechanical marvels, we'll be bringing you
videos of some of our machines playing
great songs for you, on our Sanfilippo
Foundation FaceBook Page, starting in
May. Follow us there for fun and perhaps a
welcome break from the news.
Over the last month on our FaceBook
Page we have also listed a number of our
past guest Artists and their links to home
concerts they are doing that you can enjoy at your leisure. Support them if you're so
inclined with a donation, but as they all say, they are happy to be performing for us.
The Wurlitzer Theater Organ
As some of you may know, the Wurlitzer Theater Organ has a player system which
captures what our guest organists perform, enabling us to play their songs back, note for
note, blowing air through the 8000+ pipes, anytime we want. We will be releasing on
our FaceBook Page some special selections from a variety of great organists over the
years, including organists no longer with us. We thank our organists who have provided
their permission for us to do so. Links will be on our FaceBook page starting soon.
Perfume Passage Foundation
The Perfume Passage Foundation is releasing stories of the Collection on their
website: Perfume Passage Foundation, during this down time. Bookmark their page
and subscribe for news of when these tours might start up again. In the mean time,
enjoy their vignettes about specific bottles and the history behind them. It's fascinating
material, and the history will surprise you in many instances.
Sanfilippo Foundation FaceBook Page

